
NESARA / GESARA law

NESARA is the covert National Economic Security and Reformation Act
(March/October 2000). Notice that the S stands for Security; not for
Stability. (S for Stability is a Bait-and-Switch mirror fraud;  NESARA is
an American legal initiative with radical and benevolent global
consequences. On a Global level this is known to approximately 209
countries, governments as GESARA. The G is for Global. There will be a
return to the gold standard and asset backed currency, digital and paper
world wide. Fiat money has not worked and the financial system has
been in a state of controlled collapse for a few years.

The NESARA global prosperity programs are on the cusp of being
announced and activated. One of the protected funds said to be involved
is called The Saint Germain World Trust. This fund contains deliverable
precious metals and currencies worth upwards of one quattuordecillion
US dollars. The word quattuordecillion is sometimes spelled
quatrodecillion. It means ten thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand,
thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand, thousand,
thousand, million dollars. Or $1 with forty zero's after it. 

$10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.Among
other projects, this money will be used to buy out all oil corporations,
banks and pharmaceutical cartels. And it will zero out (permanently
cancel) all personal, corporate and national debts worldwide. More
about universal debt forgiveness and the imminent global debt jubilee
can be found here. The Saint Germain World Trust resources are
additional to, and separate from, The World Global Settlement Funds
and the Global Collateral Accounts worth approximately 800 Trillion $$
Dollars.

The NESARA money was originally scheduled to be released in the year
2000, but the Bush White House and its banking and legal conspirators
worldwide prevented the disbursement. And through corporate pan-
global control of mainstream media outlets, nearly all knowledge of
NESARA's existence was

suppressed. This is now changing.

When the NESARA global prosperity programs are openly and publicly
announced, perhaps during March or April 2017, this will permanently
change human civilisation in every money-related way.  Yes delays have
occurred since March and April have come and gone. However, much is
being accomplished behind the scenes that can not yet be exposed
openly. Please read on...

( ► Note to readers: Future history is developing fast, now. Most of this



development is not being explicitly reported with appropriate emphasis
in the Western mainstream media. We are maintaining a dated
compilation of links to geopolitically significant commentary at the foot
of our Future Historians' 

The whole human population will benefit from NESARA. Earth is a most
abundant planet. There is more than enough gold-backed human money
currently in existence on Earth for each and every human being to be a
GBP millionaire without debts of any kind. GBP = Great Britain Pound.
NESARA is about sharing the resources of the planet around fairly.  And
NESARA is about putting benevolent banking systems in place worldwide
to deliver this monetary fairness. No individual anywhere on Earth will
be beyond the reach of the NESARA wealth redistribution programs. And
no individual or organisation anywhere on Earth will be able to stop it.

NESARA will cancel all credit card, mortgage and other bank debt due to
illegal banking and government corruption worldwide. Income tax will
be abolished. A new 14% to perhaps 18% flat rate tax on non-essential
new items will provide the revenue stream for national governments.
There will be increased benefits for senior citizens. In the USA, there will
be a return to Constitutional Law at every level of the legal system.

When the NESARA announcements are made, the US President and Vice
President and all the officials in their administration will be removed
from office with immediate effect. So will all members of the US
Congress and their Khazar Zionist bosses.

They will be replaced with constitutionally acceptable NESARA President
and Vice President Designates, possibly including people such as Joseph
Francis Dunford, Ron Paul, Dennis Kucinich, Timothy J. Holton, Paul
Craig Roberts, or a retired Pentagon White Hat such as Michael T. Flynn
or Carter F. Ham. Donald Trump may be allowed a temporary rôle in
publicly exposing the machinations of the Bush syndicate and the Clinton
Foundation, and in releasing details about the Satanist disinformation
nexus connecting the US mainstream media and PsyOps cells within the
US intelligence services.

There will be new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120
days of NESARA's announcement. These elections will be carefully
monitored to prevent vote theft, hacking and other illegal election
activities by special interest groups or covert syndicates.

A new USA Treasury rainbow currency will come into being, backed by
gold, silver, and platinum precious metals. A new USA Treasury Bank
System will be initiated in alignment with Constitutional Law. The
Federal Reserve Board System will be abolished. Personal financial
privacy will be restored. All judges and attorneys will be retrained in
Constitutional Law. All aggressive USA government military actions
worldwide will cease and global peace will be established. Every
American citizen over the age of 21 will receive $100,000 a month for 11
years, but the Farmers' claims will be paid first. Here, the settlements



will include debt forgiveness of $300,000 (including mortgages, credit
cards and loans) for each farming family. Similar reforms will take place
in every country in the world. Enormous sums of money will be made
available for humanitarian purposes. New hitherto suppressed
technologies such as free energy devices, pollution cleanup equipment
and sonic healing machines will be released for the use of all. More about
the Quantum Healing Computer Technology can be found here.

By the first half of 2016, it was apparent that the precise term "NESARA"
might not be used, initially at least, to publicly describe the global
package of prosperity, humanitarian, infrastructure and currency
refinancing which had become necessary. With over a decade and a half
having passed since the year 2000, and with the corrupt deterioration of
most aspects of life in the Western world having reached such visible
degradation, the "NESARA" aspects of the necessary reforms would need
to be folded into (i.e.added to) a number of other financial and
organisational rescue initiatives, in which Asia and the BRICS (Great
Britain - Russia - India - China - South Africa Brazil) would take the lead.
(Known as the Bricks, BRICS nations.

Further background details and links about the NESARA global
prosperity programs and their history can be found further down this
page, and from James Rink, from Patrick Bellringer and from Mark
Clarke.  There is a useful compilation of NESARA links and material at
Detailshere.com. And a recent clone-related NESARA article can be
found here.

Some historical information about US White House corruption which
intersects with America's blocking of the global NESARA reforms can be
found on other pages of this site (when posted),  (Citibank scandal),
 (Bush White House begins to disintegrate),  (The crucifixion of Chief
Justice John Glover Roberts).

...............................................................................

NESARA-influenced behind-the-scene events began to gather pace in the
closing days of October 2008. The world focus on political and financial
corruption moved from the USA to Europe. Eight senior management
personnel were arrested at Deutsche Bank (Germany). A cell of linked
conspirators was arrested at the same time in London. 

On the afternoon of Wednesday 29th October 2008, President George
Bush Jr. and his key White House staff were informed that the former
British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, had changed sides in the global
criminal nexus. Blair had divulged everything to the international
investigating authorities. He had been confronted with unequivocal
evidence of his own corrupt involvement in geopolitical affairs and had
decided to come clean in an attempt to avoid personal arrest and life
imprisonment.

In particular, Blair gave the authorities details of covert international
money-laundering accounts, including those at Deutsche Bank and the
Vatican Bank, and in other banking hideaways in Switzerland, Hungary,
Abu Dhabi, the British Virgin Islands and Malaysia. He made plain the



criminal and treasonous roles played in the manipulation of these
accounts by the Pope, the Bush White House, the Bush family, the
Clinton's, Angela Merkel, Alan Greenspan and many others.

With Chinese and European support, the President of the European
Union, Nicolas Sarkozy of France, threatened the German
Chancellor, Angela Merkel, with arrest if she did not cease and desist in
her criminal interventions in business security procedures at Deutsche
Bank. 

Merkel had authorized upwards of twenty separate illegal wire transfers
out of Deutsche Bank into concealed bank accounts controlled by the
Vatican in Rome. One of these accounts is called the Francis X Driscoll
Trust. The funds involved were covertly stolen from US and French
Treasury accounts. 

Merkel-orchestrated illegal wire transfers out of Deutsche Bank made a
visible impression on the company's Q3 figures published on Thursday
30th October 2008. Deutsche Bank's Tier 1 capital ratio of it's own funds
to total assets rose to 10.3% from 9.3%. Much of this change was due to
the large capital outflows of other people's stolen money from Deutsche
Bank to the Vatican-controlled accounts at other banks in Italy and
elsewhere. It was a carefully-timed massaging of the Q3 results.

So was Deutsche Bank's adaptation of the value of certain toxic assets in
accordance with a shift to International Accounting Standards decided
by European Union authorities in mid-October.  Rules easing
requirements for marking down investments were used to reduce
Deutsche Bank's write-downs for the quarter by €845 million to €1.2
billion. Without this creative accounting, the bank would have posted a
third-quarter loss.  Roman Catholic wire transfers out and the
accountancy massage meant that Hedge Fund managers were surprised
at Deutsche Bank's Q3 numbers and at the resultant ups-pike of its share
price on major stock markets.  Previous to the 30th October 2008,
analysts worldwide had predicted a substantial Q3 loss at Deutsche
Bank, and their clients had taken future positions accordingly.

Deutsche Bank serves as the money-laundering arm of the secret
German Black-Ops and intelligence organization called the Deutsche
Verteidigungs Dienst (DVD) based at Dachau. Through Deutsche Bank,
the (DVD) finances mind-control programs used to subvert and control
British interests within the UK police, banking sector, industry and
government. This subversion program is called 'Common Purpose' and is
run from the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister in the Cabinet Office,
Whitehall, London.

The Vatican has been centrally involved in many of the behind-the-scenes
machinations involved in the 2007-2008 global financial collapse, and in
the blocking of the NESARA-related international prosperity settlements.
In April 2008, Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) failed in an attempt
to lay claim to a large tranche of the NESARA prosperity funds. He was



reported as saying to close colleagues: "The little people cannot handle
this money properly, but the Church can."

Ratzinger's audacious money grab had to be sorted out at the World
Court in The Hague and was responsible for more serious delays in
implementing the global refinancing settlements.

In the end, Rome was forced to climb down and The Holy Father
reluctantly agreed to a $2.0 trillion settlement. This sum was paid from
US citizens' tax receipts. President George Bush Jr. signed the papers.
 Speaking to one group in Washington on Thursday 17th April 2008, the
Pope said: "If the peasants think they are going to get this money, they
have another think coming. It will never happen." He was not talking
about the $2.0 trillion; he was referring to the global prosperity funds in
general.

Nicolas Sarkozy is being energized in his European anti-corruption work
by painful recollections of his close escape from assassination on
Tuesday 24th June 2008. At an airport in Tel Aviv, Israel, a US-Israeli
Black-Ops team bungled his murder. The hastily contrived cover story
involved a fiction about an Israeli border policeman committing suicide
during the farewell ceremony. French intelligence later explained to
Sarkozy the connection between his knowledge of what was going on at
Deutsche Bank and the attempted assassination.  A 51-second video clip
of a television news item relating to the botched assassination attempt
can be accessed o

n line.  Notice the expressions on the faces of the Israeli bodyguards
around Ehud Olmert's car. You think there may have been prior
knowledge?

At the end of October 2008, Sarkozy acting in the interests of the wider
European Union, threatened Chancellor Merkel (Germany) with arrest
under European anti-terror legislation. Equipped with President George
Bush Jr.’s signature on a key document, the European President forced
the pace on a high-status European criminal roundup.

In addition to the illegal wire transfers, Angela Merkel was shielding
Deutsche Bank from international criminal investigators and from Basel
II banking supervision procedures; concealed at Deutsche Bank were
American derivatives-related papers which incriminated major political
figures and financial establishments in the US. Angela Merkel had also
been receiving bribes arranged by President George Bush Sr. for four
years. Her job was to guard his personal European financial crime
proceeds held in hidden accounts at Deutsche Bank.  Nicolas Sarkozy
knew this.  The Bush accounts at Deutsche Bank could not furnish
legitimate source of funds documentation of the kind required by the
Basel II international banking reforms.

European Union member governments told Nicolas Sarkozy to ‘fix it, or
we’ll depose of you.’



 Mass arrests of high-end banksters in Europe, the US and the rest of the
world proceeded.

NESARA-linked international refinancing settlements were being
blocked by a treasonously corrupt Bank of England, in London.

British Prime Minister Gordon Brown was told: ‘You will be removed if
you don’t deliver.’

Gordon Brown knew inside details of José Manuel Durão Barroso's
personal involvement in the abduction of five-year-old Madeleine
McCann; Brown has the McCann parents' private number on his mobile.

Gordon Brown and Tony Blair were named as covert intelligence agents.

British intelligence's John Scarlet, Head of MI6 and GO-2, was said to be
controlled by German intelligence.

It emerged that the new British Government minister,Peter
Mandelson (Secretary of State for Business), may have had inside
European knowledge of the Barroso / Madeleine McCann abduction;
Mandelson's association with creditor-stressed Russian oligarch, Oleg
Deripaska (Rusal, Norilsk Nickel, Basic Element etc), represented a
prima facie conflict of interest with respect to his recently resigned rôle
as the European Trade Commissioner in Brussels. British intelligence
holds an active database on Mandelson which is shared by MI5, MI6 and
GCHQ (Cheltenham).

Deripaska, a Russian intelligence asset, has had recent working contacts
with Izmailovo, Russia's leading mafia organisation. British MI6
intelligence files indicate that Izmailovo specializes in money-laundering
schemes run through controlled banks in Hungary, Bulgaria and the
Cayman Islands.

It is thought that Izmailovo was also involved in the assassination of two
prominent Jesuit priests in Russia. On Tuesday 28th October 2008, the
mutilated bodies of Otto Messmer (47) and Victor Betancourt-Ruiz
(42) were found in an apartment in Petrovka Street, Moscow, close to the
Kremlin and the Bolshoi Theater. Messmer was the leader of the Jesuit
order in Russia, and Betancourt-Ruiz (from Ecuador) worked closely
with him. Both had underworld contacts and were thought to be engaged
in a turf war of some kind with criminal elements within the Russian
Orthodox Church, or their proxies. Various cover stories were rehearsed
by the Roman Catholic authorities. One involved a drunk Hispanic
vagrant. Another had to do with an attempted theft of church property
which went wrong.

On Sunday 26th and Monday 27th October 2008, telephone calls from
President George Bush Jr. and his aides at the White House  to President
Nicolas Sarkozy of France were repeatedly refused by the Elysée in Paris.
This top-level Western diplomatic stand-off was an action unprecedented
between allies in peace time. In the background was the American
refusal to release a NESARA-related loan sum of $14 trillion held in BIS
(Bank of International Settlements) lock-down by major US financial



custodians. This loan of $14 trillion has a source of funds documentation
relating to the Crown Temple in London, and to powerful financial
parties in Saudi Arabia and China. 

Historic international developments flushed out by the escalating
financial crisis were being deliberately unreported by the confused
Western mainstream media, or were being suppressed by government
agencies.

..............................................

Overnight, on Monday / Tuesday 25th / 26th August 2008, the four
thousand NESARA-related international prosperity fund trigger
packages were returned to the vaults of the US Supreme Court in
Washington DC. They had been in the possession of Interpol since they
were confiscated from John Glover Roberts, the Chief Justice of the US
Supreme Court, under an international Command Order actioned on the
18th August 2008. This procedure involved The World Court, at The
Hague, the Bank for International Settlements, in Basel, Switzerland,
and the law enforcement authorities of several sovereign nations.
Roberts had threatened to burn the packages.  Interpol(sometimes styled
INTERPOL) is the International Criminal Police Organization. The
prosperity fund trigger packages were returned, illegally, to the US
Supreme Court on the orders of Interpol Secretary General Ronald
Noble. He was taking unauthorized instructions from President George
Bush Sr. and had been bribed to do so. Noble had been a Bush White
House nomination for the post of Interpol Secretary General in 2000.
Previously he had been a US Treasury official responsible for law
enforcement under Lloyd Bentsen and Robert Rubin during the first Bill
Clinton presidency.  

When Ronald Noble's illegal activities came to light, a note was sent to
each of the 186 member nations of Interpol. There was widespread fury
at this news, and many nations demanded a radical restructuring of the
organisation. Ronald Noble and twelve of his co-conspirators at Interpol
were arrested. 

There was a hasty attempt by elements at the International Criminal
Court (World Court) and Interpol to assemble a public relations
smokescreen following the Washington package theft débâcle. On
Wednesday 3rd September 2008, the Interpol website published a news
item headed: "International Criminal Court Prosecutor’s visit to
INTERPOL underlines collaboration between both organizations." The
short text read: "Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo of the International
Criminal Court (ICC) today met with INTERPOL Secretary General
Ronald K. Noble to identify law enforcement tools to enhance co-
operation between both organizations, while fully respecting their
respective mandates and areas of competence.

In the international law enforcement and intelligence community in
recent years, the view has developed that Interpol has become the first-
choice career for white-collar corrupt police personnel worldwide. The
de facto reality is that Interpol exists to provide information-destruction
services and logistical blind-eye support for The Mob, organised crime,



and international gangsters across all continents.

Interpol specializes in the covert support of financial crime, contract
murders, drugs running and the sex-trade. As Catherine Austin Fitts has
pointed out: "The supremacy of the central banking-warfare investment
model that has ruled our planet for the last 500 years depends on being
able to combine the high margin profits of organized crime with the low
cost of capital and liquidity that comes with governmental authority and
popular faith in the rule of law.  All that is asked by senior Interpol
figures is a reliable series of large, repeated, non-attributable bribes
from politicians and major criminals upon whom they have police
information.

For example, on the 12th January 2008, the South African police prima
donna, Jackie Selebi, was forced to resign as Interpol President. He had
been discovered accepting bribes worth 1.2 million rand (£80,000) and
acting in a manner which deliberately defeated the course of justice.
Previous to becoming Interpol President in 2004, Selebi had been
National Commissioner of the South African Police Service and South
Africa's representative at the United Nations.

The Roman Catholic Church is renewing its executive interest in the
international criminal police organization. An application for
membership of Interpol has been submitted by the Vatican City State
(Interpol document number: AGN-2008-RAP-02). This application will
be debated at the 77th Interpol General Assembly to be held in St
Petersburg, Russia, from Tuesday 7th to Friday 10th October 2008.

..............................................

On the evening of Monday 18th August 2008, senior personnel from The
Bank for International Settlements (BIS), accompanied by armed
guards, arrived in Washington DC. They were there to deal with the US
Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, who had threatened certain key
Treasury personnel with arrest for Treason, under The Patriot Act, if
they continued with their lawful intention to release the NESARA-related
international prosperity fund trigger packs.

Henry Paulson was shot by an assassin on Friday 28th December 2007,
and died in hospital on Wednesday 2nd January 2008. This followed an
argument with the Chinese authorities, from whom Paulson had stolen a
sum of $4.5 trillion conveyed through The People's Bank of China in May
2006. Since January 2008, the Bush White House has contrived to
pretend that the US Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, is still alive. A
combination of library video footage, computer-generated imagery,
holographic projection techniques, Paulson clones, and an articulate
financial lookalike called Edward Lazear have been used to sustain the
fiction that Henry Paulson is a continuing member of the US
government. At the US Treasury, 'Paulson' is now known as 'The Double'.

 It should be noted that Senator Barack Obama (Democrat - Illinois)
and Senator John McCain (Republican - Arizona) are both clones. Each



has given binding private assurances to his controllers that he will never
allow the NESARA reforms to be implemented or the related global
prosperity funds to be released. More about the history of the Khazarian
corporate controllers behind American politics.

The Bank for International Settlements, the world's oldest international
financial organisation, is based in Basel, Switzerland. At present, the BIS
is fighting US government financial corruption on three main fronts.
First, as mentioned above, the BIS is engaged in incremental efforts to
overcome Bush White House wrecking tactics with regard to the release
of the NESARA-related global prosperity funds.

Second, the Bank for International Settlements is insisting that the US
complies in every detail with theBasel II international banking reforms.
The Bush White House is encouraging major US banks to resist these
reforms in order to crash the American economy and bring down world
stock markets. This planned chaos would then be followed by the
imposition of martial law in the USA. Thus the NESARA reforms and
fund releases would be delayed again, in rather the same manner that
they were decisively delayed in 2001, following the Bush-sponsored
controlled demolition of the Twin Towers in New York on the 11th
September of that year. Two very important computer hubs in the World
Trade Centre were destroyed on 911, just hours before downloading
massive volumes of secure NESARA data to scores of financial
institutions worldwide. 

Third, the Bank for International Settlements, with full support from
other international agencies, including the World Court in The Hague, is
demanding that, by the 30th September 2008, the Bush White House
must pay back trillions of dollars the US owes the rest of the world. This
money was stolen during the Ronald Reagan presidency by George Bush
Sr. to finance the collapse of the Soviet Union. This money must now be
returned to its rightful owners, the BIS has said. The monies owed relate
to The Wanta Plan / Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols funds.

On Friday 22nd August 2008, Lee Wanta wrote a letter to President
George Bush Jr., offering to purchase Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae upon
receipt of the $4.5 trillion owing to him. This letter, which carried an
Acceptance Validity of 24 hours, was copied to the United Nations and to
many other concerned recipients. The full text of Lee Wanta's letter was
as follows:

"Special Attention of: The Honorable George W Bush Jr.
Contingent on my Economic Receipt of US Dollars 4.5 trillion, I,
Ambassador Lee E Wanta (beneficiary) offer the following proposal for
your timely acceptance and facilitation involving the total purchase of
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae:



1. Complete purchase of both corporation's common stock, at a cap price,
2. Complete purchase of both corporation's preferred stock, at a cap
price,
3. Complete purchase of debt obligations of both corporations, above the
subordinated debt level;  but below the senior secured to the extent
permitted under the corporation's debt instruments.
4. Pay upon my immediate Economic Receipt and US Dollar collection /
personal custodial control, the US Department of the Treasury civil /
personal / repatriation income tax of US Dollars 1.575 trillion.
5. Increase the original US Dollars One Trillion cash purchase of US
Treasury Notes, and add an additional US Dollars 1.6 trillion, both at Par
Value, pursuant to my original London Treaty at 85% cost [eighty five
percent].
I am very ready, how about you, to fully protect our Great Nation
forthwith.

On Monday 11th August 2008, John Glover Roberts, the seventeenth
Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court, was caught by US security agents
trying to gain unlawful access to the global prosperity funds due to be
released in connection with the NESARA process.
Source here (11.08.08). Roberts attempted to do this using out-of-date
wire transfer codes obtained from the sacked Chinese and Japanese
ambassadors (Zhou Wenzhong and Ichiro Fujisaki). These ambassadors
to the US had been relieved of their duties during the week beginning
21st July 2008. They were arrested in Washington by security personnel
specially flown in from their own countries. 

Having failed to access the global prosperity funds from his offices in the
US Supreme Court, Roberts then went over to the US Treasury and, later
on Monday 11th August 2008, moved a sum of $3 trillion into a bank
account in Dubai bearing his personal name. On the same day, Roberts
supervised the transfers of other large sums of US money from the US
Treasury to Dubai. These totaled in excess of $10 trillion and were
credited to accounts held in the names of Dick Cheney, Bill
Clinton, Hillary Clinton, John McCain and various senior US Treasury
officials. 

On Tuesday 12th August, Wednesday 13th August and Thursday 14th
August 2008, John Glover Roberts again illegally blocked the delivery of
four thousand international prosperity fund trigger packages.  The
previous week, Roberts had been instructed by international law
enforcement authorities to release the packages from the vaults of the
Supreme Court by noon on Friday 8th August 2008 at the latest.

On Thursday 14th August 2008, John Roberts, realizing that military and
international law enforcement authorities were moving against him
irresistibly, attempted to assemble a plea-bargain in order to obtain
immunity from prosecution. He provided the investigators with detailed



incriminating papers and electronic files which implicated George Bush
Jr,  Bill Clinton, Dick Cheney,  several Senators and Congressmen and
various senior personnel at the US Justice Department and the US
Supreme Court.  John Roberts was thanked for his information, but was
denied legal immunity. Roberts then threatened to burn all the
prosperity packages in every program and thus prevent Brink's from
delivering them. On the afternoon of Monday 18th August 2008, the
military and international law enforcement authorities, learning of
Roberts' incendiary threats, removed the four thousand prosperity fund
trigger packages from the vaults of the US Supreme Court.  

In the week preceding the Beijing Olympics in August 2008, President
George Bush Jr. illegally accessed some of the NESARA-related
prosperity funds and stole a sum of $3 trillion from 40,000 individual
accounts. He paid this money into a single new joint account in Dubai
bearing his name and the name of the Dubai government. He then
promised Dubai that a further $4 trillion would soon arrive in that
account from similar sources. Dubai looked at their screens, saw the $3
trillion registered, and on that basis lent Bush a sum of $7.1 trillion. This
money was handed over to China when Bush arrived in Beijing on
Thursday 7th August 2008. Basel II Inslaw / PROMIS software detected
the illegal $3 trillion wire transfer, and the international banking
authorities repatriated the monies from Dubai into the original 40,000
accounts. Bush thus tricked Dubai into paying China $7.1 trillion to settle
a US debt.

In related actions, when Bush left for the Olympics on board Air Force
One from Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland, he stopped off at the
Elmendorf Air Force Base in Anchorage, Alaska. While there, he
attempted three times to change into unmarked planes and fly to Dubai.
Security and law enforcement agencies prevented this, and he was
compelled to continue his scheduled flight to Beijing aboard Air Force
One.

On Friday 8th August 2008, covert military agents acting for the Bush
White House and for Zionist / Neocon interests fomented a long-
prepared-for conflict in Georgia (Caucasia, Eastern Europe) which drew
in the Russian army and resulted in a major local war. The purpose of
this agitprop was international news diversion at a time when NESARA
processes behind the scenes were becoming very tense.

American and Israeli military advisors, US soldiers and marines, and a
mercenary army from Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Ukraine
conducted a joint training exercise called 'Immediate Response 2008' at
the Vaziani Military Base, Georgia, from Tuesday 15th July 2008 to
Friday 8th August 2008 when the fighting broke out. 

The patsy in this US-manufactured conflict was the controversial
Georgian President, 41 year-old Mikheil Saakashvili.  Saakashvili, an
Illuminati minion with close ties to the Israeli military and intelligence
establishment, was brought to power in 2003-4 in a US-engineered coup



run on the ground by US-funded NGOs. 

At the exact moment when the world's major political leaders were
gathering in China for the Olympic Games, Saakashvili and the Western
mainstream media, including the BBC, obediently presented the
Georgian conflict as bullying Russian aggression. There were energetic
exchanges in Beijing between Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin
and US President George Bush Jr. on the issue, with Putin reportedly
shouting at Bush several times during the Olympic opening ceremony.
Pictures of the shouting match were suppressed.

 Deeply embedded in the US / Russian Georgian conflict of August 2008
were issues of elite corruption.  An important oil pipeline runs through
Georgia from Baku in Azerbaijan to Ceyhan in Turkey. This pipeline
generates substantial transit royalties.

When the original pipeline deal was set up during the US Presidency of
Bill Clinton, a scam was incorporated into the paperwork whereby a
major tranche of these transit royalties would be paid, in perpetuity, into
the personal accounts of the Clinton / Bush cabal. The Georgian
President, Mikheil Saakashvili, was the cabal's rent-collector in this
illegal venture, and also a personal beneficiary. This is why Misha is so
pro-Western: he is bought, bribed and controlled by US / Israeli
corporate interests. 

By August 2008, the Clinton / Bush cabal was running seriously short of
ready cash. Their hidden funds in the US, Europe, Grand Cayman,
Paraguay, Dubai etc had been traced, confiscated and added to the
NESARA prosperity accounts, along with much larger Illuminati
confiscations worldwide. Suddenly the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline
income assumed a survival significance.

Their fear was that Russia would gain control of the pipeline and trash
their illegal revenue flow. With the Illuminati on the run, pre-NESARA,
and with all major Illuminati agents and placemen comprehensively
excluded from Russia, China and India, Georgia was the cabal's last hope
for secure oil leverage in Asia.

 The Clinton / Bush clique was right to be worried. The Russian Prime
Minister, Vladimir Putin, had demanded that his overdue payment of
$87 billion, specified under the Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols, must be
paid and accessible in the bank by Monday 18th August 2008, or he and
the Glavnoje Razvedyvatel'noje Upravlenije would quietly remove
management and control of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline from
Georgia and the US.

On Tuesday 19th August 2008, an undisclosed third country offered to
pay Vladimir Putin his $87 billion in order to get the US off the hook and



reduce international tension. Putin refused this offer point-blank, saying
that he would only accept the money from President George Bush Jr.
personally. 

On Thursday 26th June 2008, US ex-President Bill Clinton was in
London to meet British Prime Minister Gordon Brown at Number 10
Downing Street. Clinton and Brown were working together to frustrate
the NESARA international financial settlement procedures. Bill Clinton
was also at the rough end of a criminal investigation in the UK.

On Monday 2nd June 2008, three hundred armed British police seized
seven thousand private vaults and lock boxes at three London locations
in Mayfair, Hampstead and Edgware. Each one of these vaults and
lockups was identified as an individual crime scene. Several of them
were understood to contain evidence directly linking Clinton with drug
trafficking, money-laundering and underworld contract murders. Bill
Clinton was unable to leave the UK without signing legal papers, and had
been told that he would be arrested if he tried to escape. 

Also on Thursday 26th June 2008, in America, the Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi, Sheik Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, who is also the President
of the United Arab Emirates, demanded a meeting with President George
Bush Jr. He had urgent matters to raise with the President concerning
the USA's continuing blocking of the NESARA process, and about the
consequences of the American-sponsored sabotage of internet links to
the Arab Middle East.

In January 2008, a decision had been taken by the US and Israel to
destroy Arab internet access. At the end of January and the beginning of
February 2008, US-Israeli BlackOps units moved in and cut eight or
more major undersea internet cables in the region, crashing global
internet access for the Middle East’s banking centres in Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, Iran, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Dubai and the other five UAE
emirates. Israel was unaffected by the sabotage. This deliberate severing
of cables immediately denied Gulf Cooperation Council members access
to the Society for Worldwide Inter-bank Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT) hub in Brussels. This network carries thirteen million
encrypted data instructions a day relating to international transfers of
money between banks.

The talks between George Bush Jr. and Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan
took place at Camp David. They followed earlier ones between the two
leaders in Sowaihan, UAE, on Sunday 13th January 2008.  It was after
this meeting that the Bush White House decided to cut the Arab internet
cables. Camp David, in Maryland, is a major covert human cloning
centre. Three or four clones of President George Bush Jr. are kept in
operation at any one time, and the ones not on duty are stored and
renovated in sleeper cells at the Camp David clone labs. The original
George Bush Jr. was quietly murdered in January 2003 on the
instructions of President George Bush Sr. and Dick Cheney. He had
become inconvenient, unmanageable and was an alcohol and cocaine



addict.

The June 2008 talks at Camp David between George Bush Jr. and
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan also covered oil and stock market
volatility. The Sheik was furious with Bush about the Enron
Loophole and the profiteering manner in which American commodities
traders associated with the Bush family energy interests had been
driving up the international oil price at a time when there was no
shortage of oil in the supply lines. And he was angry about the capital
destruction of the American financial sector which was taking place
because of White House opposition to the NESARA and Basel II and III
banking reforms.

The Sheik himself and many of his political and business associates in
the UAE, and their sovereign wealth funds, had taken enormous
financial hits as American bank share prices collapsed in 2007-8.
 Citigroup was a case in point. In the space of less than one calendar year,
Citigroup's market capitalization had fallen from $276 billion to $88
billion.  And over the same period of time, the dollar itself had declined
by 17%. Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan and his friends had taken
dollar positions in Citibank and many other US financial institutions at
the express invitation of the Americans, and they had lost their shirts.

It was no mistake that the Sheiks visit to Camp David came when it did.
 A week before, on the morning of Thursday 19th June 2008, the
Directors of Citibank were prevented from entering their offices in New
York in connection with a NESARA related legal intervention involving
the Crown Temple in London. This development sent waves of unease
around Citibank's Arab shareholders in UAE. There was a real possibility
that Citibank would lose a $6.2 trillion Crown Temple loan which was
held in a suspense account at its New York branch (at 399 Park Avenue)
and, further, that Citibank and its assets worldwide would be seized in
perpetuity by the international financial authorities.

On Monday 16th June 2008, the British Prime Minister Gordon Brown
unexpectedly flew to Northern Ireland to have an unscheduled last-
minute NESARA-related meeting with American President George Bush
Jr. This was thought to be strange. Brown had bid a formal farewell to
Bush a few hours earlier that morning in London. The meeting took
place at Belfast airport. CIA / NSC operative Stephen Hadley was present.
Brown had gone to Ulster to open illegal covert personal bank accounts
for himself and George Bush. Following a tip-off from investigative
financial journalist Christopher Story and others, Pacific Rim financial
security units and British MI6 traced these accounts using Inslaw /
PROMIS software. This search-and-find money movement engine is
capable of tracking financial provenances back for one hundred
transactions and can accurately establish Source of Funds coordinates.
Brown and Bush found their cover blown and their new accounts frozen
by the international Basel II banking authorities.

 On Friday and Saturday the 9th and 10th November 2007 in Crawford,
Texas, the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, held talks with USA



President George Bush Jr. and USA President George Bush Sr. The cover
story was that the discussions focused on Iran and bilateral German-
American relations. In fact, the high-energy topic of moment was the
unraveling Citibank scandal and Germany's entanglement in the banking
fallout from that affair.

A stolen sum totalling $4.5 trillion (four and a half trillion American
dollars) had been laundered through Citibank and Morgan Stanley
accounts in New York. The USA Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, was
centrally involved in the administration of the theft. Already the USA
Provost Marshall had instructed the arrest of three thousand bankers
and others. Some of these were German and were well-known to Merkel
and Bush senior.

The diversion of the $4.5 trillion had become tangled up with banking
release procedures to do with the much larger NESARA global prosperity
program shortly to be announced. The $4.5 trillion is referred to in G8
Nation memos as 'The Wanta Plan' funds. For both Bushes and Merkel,
personal and political survival was the issue. At that point, the corporate-
controlled mainstream media had not run the story, but the essence of
the scandal was all over the internet and beyond control.

A month earlier, on Sunday 7th October 2007, Gordon Brown, the British
Prime Minister and First Lord of the Treasury, had publicly scrapped
plans for a November 2007 General Election in the UK. His cover story
was that he had a public duty to consider demands for him to go to the
country early, but had decided it was better to give voters time to see his
long-term vision in action. Critics said that Brown had left himself
exposed to claims of weakness and indecision. The Prime Minister
insisted that he had not been scared off by new opinion polls giving the
Conservative opposition party enough of a lead to wipe out his House of
Commons majority. The general consensus among informed
commentators was that Brown could easily have won a November 2007
election, despite the transient post-conference opinion poll blip. The
decision to bottle out was therefore most unusual for this shrewd
political operator.

But there was a compelling nexus of covert reasons for Gordon Brown's
decision, which he was unable to acknowledge openly. As a doting
private pupil of the American economist Alan Greenspan, and a
confidante of his for over a decade, the British Prime Minister knew well
what is rumbling away volcanicaly beneath the surface of world affairs.

The NESARA announcements are imminent, the world is on the cusp of a
financial meltdown greater in scope than that experienced during the
1929 Wall Street Crash, the Bush administration is about to be turned
out of office before the end of its four-year term, and Queen Elizabeth
II of England has been involved in behind-the-scenes financial
manoevres with her personal gold, and with issues to do with the late
Diana Spencer (Princess of Wales) which, when fully disclosed and
investigated, could spell the end of the Monarchy in the UK. Gordon
Brown was alert to the fact that these four eventualities could all erupt



very suddenly and at the same time. He did not want the resulting
geopolitical scandals to disrupt his British General Election campaign.

When the USA Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, met in London with
the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, Alistair Darling, on Monday 17th
September 2007, it was during the Northern Rock bank run in Europe.
The public pronouncements of both politicians around that meeting
addressed this issue. But privately, the urgent matter under discussion
was the imminent and unavoidable NESARA announcements.  And back
in July 2007, as the British Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, completed
talks with President Bush at Camp David (Maryland, USA), British
military withdrawal from Iraq was not the most sensitive topic. It was
the prospect of the NESARA announcements which was more difficult for
both men. And NESARA was the late night visitor again at the APEC
meeting in Sydney at the beginning of September 2007.

Who was in Sydney? Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan
("Taipei"), Thailand, USA and Vietnam. These 21 economies account for
more than a third of the world's population, about 60 percent of global
GDP and 47 percent of world trade volume.

At the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum, there were two agendas
for the twenty one leaders: the public agenda and the private agenda.

The public agenda was about climate change, the Doha Round and
media-filtered right-on we're doing a good job against the terrorists
regional issues. The private agenda did not exist. Don't you worry your
pretty little head about the private agenda. The private agenda was
NESARA, and China versus America for ownership of the planet.

NESARA is the covert National Economic Security and Reformation Act
(notice: S for Security; not S for Stability [S for Stability is a Bait and
Switch mirror fraud; so is GESARA.  Following initiatives taken by the
USA's Supreme Court in the 1990s, NESARA was passed into law by
Congress in March 2000. It was one of the last official documents which
ex-President Bill Clinton signed before leaving office. He added his
signature on the 10th October 2000. Just before George W. Bush took
office on the 20th January 2001, he had agreed to step down after a six
month period as President to allow for the implementation of the
NESARA program, and had signed papers to that effect. But upon
completing his Oath of Office, George Bush immediately reneged on the
agreement and instructed the FBI and CIA to construct a scheme to stop
NESARA. They did this.  911 was part of that scheme. The Iraq war was
another. The NESARA statute has been kept under wraps since 2000, but
has been periodically updated since. Recent actions by the USA
administration have energized the move for its disclosure.

NESARA restores Constitutional Law in America at the moment it is
announced.  Corrupt USA administration officials are immediately
removed. Peace is announced in Iraq and Afghanistan and the military
are withdrawn. All credit card and mortgage debt is cancelled as a
remedy for USA banking fraud. Similar moves are implemented in more



than 100 other countries worldwide.

Following the NESARA announcements, The Federal Reserve Board will
be abolished. A new US Treasury Bank System will click into place, and a
new American gold-backed currency, possibly called a USN,

(US Treasury Note) will be introduced. The USA dollar will be abolished.
It is also likely that the missing Thirteenth Amendment of the original
Constitution of the United States of America will be reinstated. 

In October and November 2007, new ATM machines were installed all
over the USA. ATMs are Automated Teller Machines (hole-in-the-wall
cash dispensers). The new ATMs have replaced the older machines to
accommodate the new global banking system which is being rolled out as
part of the NESARA world prosperity programs.  Bank of America will
shortly become the new Treasury Bank of the United States and will
replace the Federal Reserve Board. The offices and buildings of the

FederalReserve Board will become branches of The USA Treasury. Most
non-senior FRB personnel who do not oppose the changes will be
absorbed into the new systems. Bank of America now has the clearance
and the capacity to operate the new high-security grey screen money-
wiring system.

Gold is going to be important. There is much more gold in store in covert
vaults than is officially stated. And there is also a lot more gold available
beyond these covert vaults than even the darkside moneymen of the
Illuminati know.  Large deposits of gems and precious metals - not just
Silver, Gold, Palladium and Platinum, but some others as yet unknown to
modern science - have been accumulated and securely stored since the
fourteenth century.  Most of the Inca, Aztec and Mayan gold of antiquity
is extant and secure. And there is much gold in store from earlier
civilizations not known to orthodox human history. The Gobi, Tibet,
Persia and North Africa, among others, have networks of subterranean
vaults packed with treasures of this kind. These deposits are spiritually
protected by The Higher Evolution. The Higher Evolution also has
privileged information about the location of substantial undiscovered
gold seams in hundreds of terrestrial locations beyond the reach or
knowledge of the mining industry. They also have the technology to
extract this gold without environmental damage.

In addition, there are benign extraterrestrial sources of gold ready and
waiting to be brought on stream post-NESARA. Some of these are said to
be very large indeed, particularly those of Venusian origin.

At least two members of the G8 nations are in difficulties here. They have
not got the deliverable gold they need to survive the coming changes.
Much of the gold held at the American Fort Knox Bullion Depository in
Kentucky is not gold at all; it consists of facsimile lead bars painted a
gold color for presentation purposes. This is becoming noticeable as the
gold paint fades. Where the original gold went, and who took it, is shortly
to be made public by a former insider.  Much of the USA's gold reserves



are listed as being Mint-Held Gold in Deep Storage. Dealers have always
assumed that this means finished gold bars stored in deep underground
vaults beneath places such as Fort Knox, Denver and West Point. The
indications are emerging, however, that the term "Deep Storage Gold" is
a euphemism for "yet to be mined gold". It doesn't exist in deliverable
form; it is merely a paperwork forecast about future gold mining
potentialities.

In the UK there are problems too. Not all the gold held by the Bank of
England is fit for delivery. The gold stored in the BoE vaults began to be
accumulated in the early nineteenth century. It takes the form of gold
bars, ingots and coins. Current methods of assessing quality have
indicated flaws in the purity. Many of the gold bars contain cracks and
fissures. The coins contain appreciable quantities of base metals. And
much of the British gold lacks up-to-date assay certificates. With gold
being central to the NESARA reforms, these problems are not
inconsiderable.

There are some curious stories told about the various provenances of the
gold held in

The Saint Germain World Trust. One involves George Bush Sr. and
V.K.Durham. V.K.Durham was the wife of CIA operative Russell
Hermann, a close intelligence community colleague of George Bush Sr.
in the 1980's. She found an 1875 Peruvian Gold Certificate in an old Bible
she had purchased. This certificate had a face value of $1000 plus
accrued interest. It is now worth trillions of dollars. George Bush Sr.
learned of the gold certificate / bond through Russell Hermann, who
verified its validity, and was determined to steal it.

NESARA is an uncomfortable prospect for President George Bush and
Vice President Dick Cheney.  Both will be removed from office with
immediate effect. They will be replaced with constitutionally acceptable
NESARA President and Vice President Designates, thought to be
Congressman Dennis Kucinich (Democrat - Ohio) and Congressman Ron
Paul (Republican - Texas).  Six months after the NESARA announcement
is made, new USA Federal elections will be held.

NESARA will happen. All the monies, all the systems, all the prosperity
programmes and all the new banks are in position worldwide. But first
the dead wood has to be cleared out. Ken Lay, Jeff Skilling, David
Duncan, Ari Fleischer, Scott McClellan, Joe Allbaugh, James Guckert,
Jeff Gannon, Porter Goss, Richard Perle, John Ashcroft, Paul Bremer,
George Tenet, John Snow, Paul Wolfowitz, Andrew Card, Lewis Scooter
Libby, Donald Rumsfeld, John Bolton, Harriet Miers, Marion Spike
Bowman, Karan Bhatia, Dennis Hastert, Rob Portman, Sara Taylor,
Jaydee Crouch, Richard Myers, Robert Joseph, Elizabeth Cheney,
Meghan O'Sullivan, David Wurmser, Dan Bartlett, Karl Rove, Alberto
Gonzalez, Larry Craig, Tony Snow, John Scott Redd, Richard
Griffin, Karen Hughes, Frances Fragos Townsend, Henry
Paulson and Howard Krongard have gone already. Others such as Mike
McConnell, John Negroponte, Stephen Hadley, Joshua Bolten, David



Addington, Michael Hayden, Robert Mueller, Rudy Giuliani, Bandar bin
Sultan, Carlos Gutierrez, Nicholas Burns, Robert Gates, Sam Bodman,
Michael Chertoff, Karen Hughes, Clay Johnson, Philip Zelikow, Buzzy
Krongard, Robert Kimmitt, Ralph Eberhardt, Robert Steel, Michael
Mukasey, Robert Zoellick, Ben Bernanke, Donald Kohn, Jim Oberwetter,
Richard Jones, Rick Perry, George Bush Sr, Henry Kissinger, Nancy
Pelosi and the Clinton's will go soon. And then it will be like the last
march of the clones: George Bush Jr. and Dick Cheney will follow them
down the road, and the west wing lavatories will be cleaned of equivocal
DNA for the last time.

With regard to the NESARA American banking changes outlined above,
an insider Casper Report dated 26.08.07 here suggested that the main
public announcement had been scheduled for Tuesday 18th September
2007. This did not happen. Other smaller, preparatory NESARA
statements to do with conceptual, legal and constitutional matters were
due to emerge in the days before the financial announcement of the 18th
September 2007. These statements were not made. It was said that on
the 18th September, the Fed was to meet for the last time to say goodbye
to Ben Bernanke. Whether or not that happened is not clear. But on the
18th September 2007, the Fed, following the Northern Rock bank run in
Europe (details here) took the most unusual decision to cut American
interest rates by half a percentage point and thus pump up the American
stock market for a few more weeks.The Federal Reserve Board has been
a credit system of fiat money. As such, it has alThe Federal Reserve
Board has been a credit system of fiat money. As such, it has always been
unfit for purpose. Very soon now, the swindle will end. And the new gold
standard system, as required by the American Constitution, will finally
come on line. More about the carefully planned removal of The Federal
Reserve Board is detailed here and here.

On Wednesday 19th September 2007, the new Global gold-backed
banking system was established. On the afternoon of Wednesday 19th
September 2007, Henry Paulson, the USA Treasury Secretary, held
secret behind-closed-doors talks with the USA Congress. The Congress
agreed to place the USA Treasury under the new Global system. The new
USA Treasury banking system was activated at midnight EDT on Friday
19th October 2007, allowing a three-day weekend to prepare for the
change-over. The Chinese and the Japanese had been helpful, behind the
scenes, in moving this development forward. In the end, the Rothschild
Illuminati banksters in Europe had dropped their opposition. Only the
Rockefeller Illuminati banksters in the USA, and Queen Elizabeth II of
England in the UK, put up a fight. They are fighting still.  At 10.00 am
Eastern Daylight Time on Saturday 1st December 2007, the new Basel II
Global Banking System was activated. This was a core NESARA
preliminary. Under the Basele II system no off-balance sheet financial
operations are permitted. Every transaction must take place on-balance
sheet. All banks, everywhere in the world, are required to adhere to this
new rule, and others, if they are to continue trading.

The Bush White House is in turmoil. Barbara Bush, the President's



mother has accused George Bush Jr, the President, of destroying the
Bush family name. The President himself is drunk much of the time, and
important meetings have had to be cancelled or postponed on "medical
grounds" because of this. Laura Bush, the President's wife, has had
divorce papers prepared and has said that she will only continue to
present publicly as George's wife until he leaves office. She has
demanded a twenty million dollar honorarium for providing this photo
shoot service. Laura Bush did not accompany George to the APEC
meeting in Sydney in September 2007.  George Bush Jr. and George Bush
Sr. are at loggerheads on nearly every substantive issue. One by one the
Bush family bank and brokerage accounts are being closed down or
blocked, and soon George Bush Jr. will find it difficult to pay his staff
down home at Crawford, Texas, where he owns the Prairie Chapel
Ranch. And he is beginning to be openly ridiculed.

On Thursday 18th Oct 2007, at a televised press conference at the White
House, George Bush was attacked by reporters on camera. The reporter
for the once-supportive Washington Times said that Bush was now
viewed as trivial. The President stammered, glared and then responded
that he was not.  During this press conference he was angry and spiteful
towards the press and threw out hints that if the Russians and Iranians
didn’t knuckle under, World War III was certainly coming. It was a PR
fiasco created by a President who was visibly out of control. George Bush
Jr, the 43rd President of the United States of America, is a sick,
exhausted and broken man. He wants out before the end of his
presidential term, and he is looking for an exit strategy which can be
presented as an honorable retirement. So are many of his senior White
House conspirators. Karl Rove led the way. The sheep are looking to
follow.

The Vice President, Dick Cheney, is popping pills like Jimmy Hendrix at
the Isle of Wight.  He is as close to dead, physically, as a zombie can be.
He is being propped-up by medics like a Soviet-era dictator. Dick Cheney
has had at least four heart attacks since 1978. He has contractile
dysfunction of the left ventricle. He underwent four-vessel coronary
artery bypass grafting in 1988, a coronary artery stenting in November
2000, and urgent coronary balloon angioplasty in March 2001. In 2001, a
Holter monitor disclosed episodes of asymptomatic ectopy. An
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator has been implanted in his chest.
In September 2005, Dick Cheney underwent an endo-vascular procedure
to repair popliteal artery aneurysms. His atherosclerotic disease is
progressing despite aggressive treatment. He experiences cardiac-
related breathing difficulties. He could attempt a heart transplant, but he
suspects that if he was under anesthetic for that long, he would be quietly
assassinated like Ken Lay or Ariel Sharon. In the sleazy world of fin de
siècle Washington, the Chinese syringe is more to be feared than the
Dallas paintball or the Black friars ligature.

One of Dick Cheney's silent clone lookalikes appears occasionally for the



cameras to maintain an illusion of normality. Look carefully and notice
the plastic smile. George Bush Jr. has a nodding mind-controlled clone
lookalike, too. It attends some conferences on his behalf. Further details
about the disintegration of the Bush White House are being compiled.

The primary physical event which triggers the public NESARA announcements is the
delivery of upwards of three hundred thousand enabling packages to one hundred
new banks and others. These packages are in transit now and have been stolen by
George Bush Jr. On his instruction, they are moved around continually between
Bank of America vaults, US Treasury vaults and the Supreme Court of the United
States. The Rockefeller people at the top of Credit Suisse and Goldman Sachs are
colluding in this conspiracy. So are several Justices and senior officials at the US
Supreme Court. The American legal system is rotting from the head. The plan is to
delay delivery of the packages as long as possible and, in the meantime, to use the
money the packages release for stealth trades.

The World Court has lodged ten charges of Treason against George Bush Jr, the 43rd
President of the United States of America. These will shortly be served on him by the
Adjutant General for the USA accompanied by the Provost Marshall for the USA
(Brigadier General Rodney Johnson). More details can be found in a Casper Update
of the 21st September 2007 here.

At the end of November 2007, The Bush White House issued instructions to all USA
Federal Judges not to assist the NESARA world prosperity program participants in
any way. At the same time, Saudi Arabia was said to be telling the Bush White House
that they will decouple their oil from the USA dollar on Tuesday 27th November
2007 if the NESARA package deliveries were not made by that date.

 Late on Monday 7th January 2008, USA President George Bush Jr. made a final
attempt to block the NESARA world prosperity program disbursements. In response,
on Tuesday 8th January 2008, the Global Basel II Banking authorities, China and
other nations and international bodies, ordered the closing and lock down of all USA
banks which had signed onto the new Basel II Global Banking system. Citibank was
ordered to pay the $4.5 trillion Wanta Plan funds to Lee Wanta on Tuesday 8th
January 2008 or be permanently closed down at midnight on Tuesday 8th January
2008. Robert Rubin of Citibank attempted to manufacture further delays, but was
eventually instructed by President George Bush Jr. to pay the Wanta Plan funds
rather than have Citibank destroyed.

Also on Tuesday 8th January 2008, USA President George Bush Jr. was informed
that he would not be able to access his personal stolen funds in Israel, Dubai and two
other Middle East locations. To engineer access to these accounts was the primary
purpose of his projected trip to the region that week. The trillions of dollars of
personal stolen funds referred to here were mostly held in Henry Paulson's name in
Israel and in Laura Bush's name in Dubai.

More details about the Wanta Plan funds can be found here and lower down this
present page.

On or around Friday 18th January 2007, a prominent Roman Catholic called John
Glover Roberts, the seventeenth Chief Justice of the USA, said that the NESARA
global prosperity packages would "never be delivered". On George Bush Jr's
instruction, Roberts was holding the packages illegally in the vaults of the USA
Supreme Court in Washington DC. His stance was thought to be supported by the



Vatican in Rome and by the Crown Temple in London. Ranged against him were
Rothschild Europe, Brussels Europe, Putin Russia, most of the major Chinese power
factions, India, and more than one hundred other national governments. The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) went to law against the USA Supreme Court.
The global prosperity packages were released by Roberts and left the Supreme Court
on the morning of Sunday 20th January 2008. 

The NESARA release process became tangled up with the Citibank / Wanta Plan
Fund scandal.

The Higher Evolution are fighting the Bush White House conspirators every step of
the way and they are winning. Piece by piece the NESARA jigsaw is being irreversibly
assembled.  And the Higher Evolution are becoming more explicit about what is
going on behind the scenes. Here, for example, is what one of the Sirian principals,
called SaLuSa, said on the 14th September 2007: "Often you tire of hearing that
events are to happen 'soon' and naturally you want to see action. The difficulty for
you is that most of our work is in the nature of defense, and through our allies
blocking moves made by the dark. They perpetually try to provoke the people into
situations that aid their agenda, and we have to stay a step ahead of their moves. Our
help virtually goes unnoticed and it would appear that we are not active, which is far
from the truth. 

A video of the CURRENT situation will explain where this process is at right now.

It will appear here when it has been completed. Current information is being
gathered right now the video is proposed to be ready by July 15 or before. Please
check back!!!!  Mark this this site and page in your book marks!! 

C

Is NESARA / GESARA law a real law? 

Yes passed during Bill Clinton's Presidency!!!

At gun point!!

"Click" to Enlarge This Picture

Will NESARA / GESARA law have a effect

on you or your family? You bet your life it will!

Video and Information Site For Disclosure To Americans

We are preparing a video to give you a current understanding of where
this process of NESARA / GESARA is at. 


